Pulling Eyes
Standard and Heavy Duty for tensioning guy wires

MODEL E-96 STANDARD PULLING EYE
The standard pulling eye features a large offset eye to accommodate three-ton chain hoist hooks, and leaves the anchor eye free with plenty of clearance for attaching anchor rope, Preformed Guy Grips or Reliable Strand Vises.

An E-95B Adapter Wedge Bushing, designed for use with all E-96 Pulling Eyes, quickly adjusts to fit 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", or 1" anchor rods. By removing the Adapter Wedge, the E-96 Pulling Eye fits 1-1/4" rods.

The E-96 Pulling Eyes are easy to install by one person in minimum time. They are designed for working loads to approximately 6000 lbs. (Ultimate strength - 18,000 lbs.)

TE Part # 534708

MODEL E-96HD HEAVY DUTY PULLING EYE
Where higher tensions are required, the E-96 HD heavy duty eye can be used for working loads up to approximately 15,000 lbs.

Sizes are available for 1-1/4", 1-1/2", 1-3/4", and 2" anchor rods. Heavy duty pulling eyes are not standard stock items. They are made to special order in minimum quantity of six units.

TE Part # 541965